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Helping students find programs that 
lead to family sustaining wages.

The Example of Texas



College students in Texas have 
thousands of academic programs they 

can choose from.



But which ones are 
likely to lead to well-
paying careers and a 

good life?



Three building 
blocks.

• Hot jobs
• Hot skills
• High return on 

investments



Data on hot jobs in Texas come from 
the state’s workforce experts.



Activities associated with growing well-
paying jobs are hot skills



Data on hot skills come from 
Burning Glass.



Return on Investment



How much will this 
credential pay off, 
economically and 

personally?



Example:
LaunchMyCareerTX



Texas Higher Education Coordinating Board
merges program-level data on who graduates with 
snapshots of wage data multiple years after 
graduation.



We calculated how much more graduates can 
expect to earn over the next 20 years, compared 
to high school graduates.



Bachelor’s in 
Computer Science

University of Houston, 
Clear Lake

$1 million
more than HS grad 

over 20 years



Associate’s in 
Diesel Mechanics 

Technology

Del Mar College

$645,000
more over 20 years



Bachelor’s in History

University of Houston

$371,000
more over 20 years



But it isn’t just about how much you earn. 
It’s also about achieving the life you would 

like to lead!



For students just starting out, we translated
information about earnings into “time to launch.”







For working adults, we focus on when they will 
begin to “break even.”







Integrating these ideas into a user 
friendly web site:

Launch My Career Texas





Highlighting the importance of skills









Associate’s degrees can pay off, big!





This compares favorably to $313,000 for a 
Bachelor’s graduate in Liberal Arts from Stephen P. 
Austin State.



Of the 21 Texas programs with highest ROI:

• 13 are associate’s degree programs
• 3 are sub-baccalaureate certificates
• only 5 are bachelor’s

• Technology or technicians appear in almost 
every high ROI associate’s or sub-bac 
credentials



Not all advanced degrees pay off



Texas Master’s Degree Earnings data.

< average 
associate’s 
earnings



Texas Master’s Degree Earnings data.

< average 
bachelor’s 
earnings



Lessons

1. There is great variation in ROI.

2. What you study is often far more important than where you study.

3. Skills, skills, skills. We need to do better in identifying “hot skills.”

4. Technical short term credentials can lead to high ROI.

5. Advanced degrees often have very low payoff.

6. How to evaluate degrees in arts and humanities that often have low ROI?

7. Consumer information vs. Regulation


